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Abstract

Qualitative science methods have largely been omitted from discussions of open

science. Platforms focused on qualitative science that support open science data

and method sharing are rare. Sharing and exchanging coding schemas has great

potential for supporting traceability in qualitative research as well as for

facilitating the re-use of coding schemas. In this study, we describe and evaluate

QualiCO, an ontology for qualitative coding schemas. QualiCO is designed to

describe a wide range of qualitative coding schemas. Twenty qualitative

researchers used QualiCO to complete two coding tasks. In our findings, we

present task performance and interview data that focus participants’ attention on

the ontology. Participants used QualiCO to complete the coding tasks, decreasing

time on task, while improving accuracy, signifying that QualiCO enabled the

reuse of qualitative coding schemas. Our discussion elaborates some issues that

participants had and highlights how conceptual and prior practice frames their

interpretation of how QualiCo can be used.

Keywords: ontology evaluation; open science; qualitative coding

1 Introduction

The basic ideas behind open science are probably centuries old and are present in the

earliest scientific letters and in the establishment of journals for sharing research

results. The expansion of science as a productive discipline, and concerns about

junk science, have generated renewed interest in the concept of open science. Since

roughly 2000, discussions of what constitutes open science have grown [1]. Some

clear components of open science include the sharing of scientific data, sharing and

explaining scientific methods, as well as sharing research results.

For many open science efforts the accessibility of data is considered the primary

means of openness across multiple fields of knowledge, people, and institutions

as well as the validation of results. According to the Open Science Collaboration

(OSC), prior research “should not gain credence because of the status of authority

of their originator but by the replicability of their supportive evidence” [2]. In the

midst of the ongoing replication crisis it is important to be able to have access to

prior data as well as clearly described methodologies for collecting, cleaning, manip-

ulating and analyzing such data. Furthermore, sharing data allows researchers to

build off the assumptions and efforts of past research. Access to open data enables

the broadening of research scope and the ability to diversify perspectives in science

[3].
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A focus on open data as a road to open science has resulted in concerns about

potential unintended outcomes and the differential benefits for scientists of differ-

ent status [4]. Addressing these challenges is important for facilitating widespread

adoption of open science data sharing. However, focusing on data sharing to the ex-

clusion of other, equivalent challenges faced by different scientific traditions may be

short sighted. The sharing of methods complements the sharing of data, making all

the research process transparent and allowing for traceability and reproducability

of research.

To date, the most of the focus on data and methods sharing in open science

has been in the quantitative sciences. Scientific disciplines that rely on qualita-

tive methods, in contrast, have largely been overlooked or completely omitted from

broad discussions of open science. In scientific disciplines that use qualitative meth-

ods, researchers tend to focus on reliability and traceability of data and methods

rather than on generalizability and repeatability.

2 The Potential for Open Science in Qualitative Methods

A potential issue in addressing open science concerns for qualitative methods is

that even within that term of art, the range of methodological approaches is quite

broad. Given the range of methods, some researchers have rejected the idea of even

attempting to define qualitative research [5]. Others who attempt definitions have

offered that qualitative research is non-numeric [6] and unstructured; or, simply it

is defined as the “opposite” of quantitative research.

The juxtaposition of qualitative methods in contrast to quantitative methods is

aligned with the contrasting underlying philosophical stances of interpretivism and

positivism. But this simplification obscures the breadth within qualitative tradi-

tions; within qualitative methods there is a range of interpretivism to positivism.

Some ethnographic methods approach data and their explanation as a purely in-

terpretivist act, seeking to describe human experiences in ways that can be more

broadly understood. At the more positivist end of the qualitative method spec-

trum we find systematic qualitative coding methods. In such systematic methods

researchers are data-driven, looking for repeatable, systematic ways to analyze or

code the data.

Another way of describing methods that do coding can be found in German re-

search literature. This literature distinguishes between two methods for coding data:

Grounded Theory and Qualitative Content Analysis. These methods also differ in

the way they treat coding schemas. In Grounded Theory, coding schemas can be

seen as the result of the inductive coding process where codes are generated from

the data. Meanwhile, in Qualitative Content Analysis, coding schemas can be seen

as a tool that tells the researchers how they should code which parts of the texts.

However, within these methods there are variations, especially when it comes to

developing a coding schema using a Qualitative Content Analysis; this can be done

inductively, deductively or as a mixture of both. [7]

In the same way that current open science and open data platforms have not

addressed all challenges of quantitative science traditions, it seems misguided to

believe that all qualitative traditions could be easily supported by a single system.

In fact, attempting to address the needs of qualitative researchers by building upon
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what we already know about open science might best address the needs of qualitative

researchers who use methods that are closer to the positivist end of the spectrum.

And that is largely the approach taken in our work here.

In this study, we describe and evaluate the ontology for qualitative coding schemas

QualiCO [8]. QualiCO is designed to describe a wide range of qualitative coding

schemas. In this case a qualitative coding schema is a set of codes, possibly hierar-

chical, that can be applied to qualitative data by a researcher. A researcher sharing

a coding schema would instantiate the ontology with a designated set of codes and

code descriptions. The ontology can be elaborated with sample data, publications,

and various other metadata information that can make the schema more usable.

We describe this more fully below.

Broadly, we believe an ontology for sharing qualitative coding schemas has the

potential to make qualitative research more transparent as well as encouraging

researchers to share more of their work, making their scientific process more visible.

The ontology can make the reuse of qualitative schemas easier by providing a richer

context for understanding the schema, how it can be applied, and for which types of

data it is effective. However, as our analysis illustrates, for such a system to facilitate

open science, the costs of participation need to be integrated into the workflow of

researchers at a minimal cost to encourage sharing.

3 Research Goal

In this study, we seek to understand the performance of QualiCO, a system that

was described in a prior research project focused on defining qualitative coding

schemas [8]. A qualitative coding schema is the description of the qualitative codes,

which can be seen as a result of the work in grounded theory or as a tool for

qualitative coding [7]. QualiCO was implemented into a prototype using Semantic

MediaWiki[1] allowing researchers to add coding schemas following the standards of

QualiCO. The goal of this research was to see whether a prototype using QualiCO

fulfills the requirements for use in open science. More specifically, we ask:

1 How does researcher performance change using the ontology across different

coding schemas?

2 Does a nearly complete instantiation of the ontology provide enough metadata

for a researcher to reliably apply the coding schema?

3 How can this ontology be improved to make the reuse of coding schemas

easier?

In this paper, we first outline prior work related to how open science researchers

share qualitative coding schemas. We then review various ontology evaluation

methodologies and describe the ontology being evaluated in this study. Following

this, we outline our evaluation methods. In our findings we present task performance

data and feedback on the ontology that resulted from a semi-structured interview

designed to focus participants’ attention on the ontology. Finally, we close by dis-

cussing the results and recommendations for what a future platform for sharing

coding schemas might look like.

[1]https://www.semantic-mediawiki.org
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4 Prior Work

In our overview of related literature, we focus first on the general sharing of research

data in open science and then on the sharing of qualitative methods. This prior

work points to research procedures as well as standards for metadata that can be

built upon. As we review this prior work, it is worth noting that we include as a

starting point sources that are primarily about data sharing in open science because

they are somewhat related but that our real focus is on sharing qualitative coding

schemas. This aspect of sharing is more clearly related to methods than to the

broader concern of sharing data. We thus begin with important findings related

to research data sharing to consider what they may imply about method sharing.

Following this, we describe the state of method sharing in qualitative research as

well as archiving qualitative coding schemas.

4.1 Data sharing and reusing in absence of method sharing

In the last few years, several studies examining how open science researchers share

their data have been reported [9, 10, 11, 12]. Many of these studies notably focus

on why researchers do not share their data. When researchers do share data, a

major challenge is describing the data. Data description is necessary for informa-

tion experts to develop adequate insights into the prior research. For this reason,

researchers inclined to share their data have need to make it available via easy-to-

use platforms [13, 14]. Understanding how data is input into such platforms is also

important. To make shared coding schemas possible, those schemas will need to be

structured following standards that can be encoded into easy-to-use platforms.

When it comes to sharing of reserach data, there have been also several advances:

the FAIR principles has undergone several developments [15] as well as have the

platforms that embody CARE principles [16]. The FAIR principles, which address

findability, accessibility, interoperability and reuseability, formulate criteria for re-

search data to be shared within a platform. The CARE principles are designed to

support collective benefit, authority to control, responsibility and ethics. These prin-

ciples offer a blueprint for the creation of research data centers, providing guiding

principle for the creation of new platforms in open science. With the development

of QualiCO, we addressed especially the criteria of findability for a future platform.

To begin to address such obstacles, researchers examining the work of open sci-

ence argue that documentation of resources is key. For example, documentation of

data is a key factor in the potential reuse of that data. Kowalczyk, S., & Shankar,

K. [17] define this needed documentation as context:“[...] context documents how

datasets fit into their physical and technical environments (file formats and field

descriptors) as well as into the scientific environment (experiment treatments and

applications).” Faniel, et al. further demonstrate that metadata quality is important

for the satisfaction of social scientists with data portals [18]. Curty [19] identified

a set of factors that motivate data reuse in the social sciences: 1) the potential

expansion of knowledge via re-analysis of data, 2) it is cheaper to reuse data than

generate new data, and 3) the pre-endorsement that existing data is perceived to be

of high quality when researchers took the time to provide it for other researchers.

Factors that enable data sharing are the availability of documentation, availability

of data repositories, contact with primary investigators, support from the research
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data centre as well as skills for analyzing data. Our exploratory study does not in-

clude measures comparing qualitative and quantitative research. We do see all three

main factors as well in the sharing of qualitative coding schemas. We focus on the

point of documentation of the coding schemas, which was also named as important

for the sharing of data.

Building from these premises, we hypothesize that for the sharing of coding

schemas, the quality of the provided metadata will be crucial and depends on the

ontology that is used to describe the coding schemas. The underlying ontologies

describe the rules for documenting coding schemas. Based on this approach, we

use the definition of metadata or ontologies as “a formal, explicit specification of

a shared conceptualization” [20]. Such metadata is captured in the ontological ap-

proach we describe below. It is an approach we believe has the potential to fill the

gap that must be addressed if qualitative coding will be understood well enough to

fulfill its potential in open science.

4.2 Qualitative coding schemas in the context of open science

Many projects using qualitative methods can also be considered a part of ”small

science” [21]. Small science is most often conducted by single researchers without

published standards or platforms, yielding “dark data” [22], that is data that is

functionally impossible to reuse. A part of this reuse challenge is related to limita-

tions in how coding schemas are (or are not) shared.

In qualitative social research, an ongoing discussion focuses on the quality of the

research. An important part of this discussion focuses on descriptions of data anal-

ysis and sampling [23], [24]. Our investigation here builds upon our prior research

[25], describing the development of QualiCO as well as first results of an evalua-

tion. Those first results showed that it is important for the acceptance of a future

platform that it fits the desired workflow of researchers.

Our research is specifically focused on the use of qualitative coding schemas in the

work of open science. Broadly speaking, qualitative coding schemas are used with

different methods, including Grounded Theory [26], general classification [27], and

content analysis [28] and [29]. Following these methods, coding schemas include the

codes used within the study as well as documentation about when and how to use

them. Coding schemas thus include essential documentation integral to their use

within the qualitative method. Sharing qualitative coding schemas, consequently,

entails method sharing in open science qualitative research.

Notably, the sharing of methods is different from the sharing of data since there is

more documentation needed to understand how the researchers worked using their

method. In open science data sharing, the important information is the data itself

and its origin. For sharing coding schemas, however, it is important to know contex-

tual background information about the research, such as the theoretical assumptions

of the researchers.

4.2.1 Method sharing and re-using in qualitative research

We see the sharing of coding schemas as the sharing of methods. In quantitative

methods, sharing is fairly easy, typically just involving the naming of the statistical

method used, e.g., linear regression plus parameters in order to show the reader what
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a researcher did in her paper. However, in qualitative research method sharing is

way more complicated. Saldaña (2015) [27] shows 30 methods of coding, divided

into several categories. This shows the broad range of qualitative coding methods.

Added to this, qualitative coding also involves a lot of interpretation, which means

that just naming your coding might not make transparent how you coded and why

you came up with certain categories. If you perform deductive coding by generating

codes from a model, this is easier. However, with inductive coding or mixtures of

both, things are less clear.

To consider qualitative coding schemes in the context of open science is thus

an inherently challenge from the onset. A known systemic obstacle in the work

of open science is that research is hampered by a lack of standards for sharing

research materials, including codebooks [30]. Furthermore Aguinis & Solarino name

twelve criteria for making a qualitative study reproducible, which include the kind

of qualitative method, Data coding and first-order codes as well as data analysis

and second—or higher-order codes [31].

This call is echoed by others who encourage the sharing of intermediate steps

of research in open science, such as Grubb and Easterbrook’s article [32], which

explicitly addresses the ”various mechanisms” used for sharing work.

Another paper names several practices that allow qualitative research to be more

open: pre-registration of research projects, methodological explanations, annotation,

export of codes from QDA-software as well as the sharing of data [33].

The new publication guidelines of APA [34] calls for more important information

including:

• Description of selection of participants as well as the relationship to them and

how long data collection (e.g., interviews) took

• Description of data analysis, which method was used, whether coding was

done inductive or deductive

• Methodological process, description how researchers came to their conclusions

• Results should be described as concrete as possible, using also graphs describ-

ing the most important codes.

Summing, up we can see that the description of the data analysis is an important

part of an open science practice for qualitative research. For researchers using meth-

ods like qualitative coding or Grounded Theory, the coding schema includes most

of this information. Therefore it makes sense to make qualitative coding schemas

more publicly available.

4.2.2 Archiving Qualitative Coding Schemas

Overall, we can see that the issue of data sharing fosters tension within qualitative

methods, but the sharing of methods has not yet been so controversial. However,

in the discussion about archiving qualitative coding schemas, there has been some

development leads by the group REFI[2].REFI took one step towards the sharing

of qualitative coding schemes by creating the standard REFI-QDA Codebook[35],

an exchange format with which it is possible to transfer a code in one software to

the next. The readability of file format is a problem in sharing data (data sharing

in sciences); however, this exchange format provides a start in order to archive and

[2]https://www.qdasoftware.org/
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share data. Still, different software uses different notions of coding schemas, which

means that not all information is shared within the same format.

In our research, the goal is to reuse these methods. Concretely, we want to see

whether the ontology QualiCO implemented into a prototype Wiki platform helps

researchers reuse coding schemas for coding sample texts. In other words, we seek

to discover whether researchers can reuse a method described by other researchers.

Understanding coding schemas through prior research is challenging. In some

cases the creation or development of a schema is the objective of the research. For

example, many who follow a Grounded Theory approach, develop coding schemas

to reflect a theory of the phenomena they will ultimately attempt to describe [36]. In

other qualitative research, the coding schema is a means of getting to the real result.

In other words, coding schemas as they are used by qualitative researchers may be

either inductive or deductive. Regardless of which approach qualitative researchers

use, however, there are few systematic ways of describing and cataloging schemas

and how they are applied. Consequently, meta-level discussions of qualitative coding

schemas are scarce despite the widespread use of qualitative methods across fields

and disciplines.

One way to facilitate the sharing of data is the creation of platforms where re-

searchers can expose how the data was created. This would include the sharing of

qualitative coding schemas, but there does not exist such a platform. There needs

to be more ways of attribution towards the sharing of coding schemas in order to

motivate people sharing their data. Another way to ensure this type of sharing is

for journals to require the sharing of coding schemas whenever an article is pub-

lished [17]. Publishing data and coding schemas together with corresponding articles

would also give subsequent researchers the opportunity to easily find data, which

would in turn help in the sense of expanding scientific knowledge graphs [37].

Summing up, there is currently no platform that allows the sharing of qualitative

coding schemas. If such a system is to be developed, it has to fit into the workflow

of the users in order to make it useful and to lower issues for uploading coding

schemas to the system.

4.3 Ontology evaluation

Ontology evaluations have been quite diverse and ranges from technical evaluations

with the focus on how the ontology supports reasoning to user-based approaches

that focus on the utility or usability of the ontology. A survey by McDaniel and

Story [38] categorizes ontology evaluation into five groups: Domain/Task Fit, Er-

ror Checking, Libraries, Metrics, and Modularization. Using this categorization a

human centered evaluation might fall into the Metrics or the Domain/Task Fit

categories.

A recent review by Palavits et al. [39] offer an overview of the most often used

metrics for user studies of ontology systems. The alternative to quantitative metrics

based evaluations include interviews [40], questionnaires [39] or a combination of

both [41] that rely on human perceptions of the system.

Critics have argued that ontology evaluations need to be more closely aligned

to their intended purposes. A Task-Driven approach as described by McDaniel and

Storey [38] focuses on the goal orientation as derived from requirements engineering.
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Specifically, the goal of an ontology should be to support the information system it

is built into. In our case, this means that the ontology should support the upload,

search and usage of qualitative coding schemas.

Grey [42] describes this need: ”An application ontology should be evaluated

against a set of use cases and competency questions which represent the scope

and requirements of the particular application. For example, a user query use case

may contain the competency question ‘what cancer cell line data is there.’ This

requires sufficient ontological coverage to capture the concept of ‘cancer cell line’.”

[42]

The user analysis can be done using two ontologies or two versions of ontologies.

Reinhold [43] evaluates an old version of the ontology against a new version, Liu

et al. [44] evaluates three ontologies in order to pick one to select for a given task.

The evaluation by Yu et al. [45] involves users in a browsing task based on the

ontology in Wikipedia, which has been enriched in a different way. Another version

of task-based evaluation is presented by Pittet et al. [46], where users are able to

enrich the ontology,

In the development of the ontology, participatory design was used [8], therefore

it made sense to focus on user-centered approaches also in the evaluation of the

ontology. With this research, we present an approach to ontology evaluation using

user tests. Our goal was to create a scenario for a task-driven evaluation of an

ontology, wherein the users are able to use the ontology and are given a task they

have to solve using the ontology.

5 The QualiCO Ontology for Qualitative Coding Schemas

We leverage one specific ontology designed to facilitate the sharing of qualitative

coding schemas. These qualitative coding schemas are often used during systematic

coding of qualitative data. Qualitative coding is performed in a range of ways, so

the ontology is not aimed at any specific version. In fact, the ontology can likely

support a much wider range of qualitative schema than those that we will test in

the evaluation below. The ontology we use was developed through participatory

design methods including interviews and observations. The participatory design

methods had a diverse range of qualitative methods practitioners, but most could be

described as on the positivist end of qualitative methods (c.f. Section 2). Ontology

development included several rounds of feedback on prototypes that represented

different aspects of the ontology [8]. This ontology has been used in one prior study

that considered how it addresses specific open science challenges for qualitative

methods [25].

The ontology consists of five main categories: publications, research data, study

descriptions, coding schemas and codes. Each of these categories contains further

information about these types of information. The following graphics shows the

structure:

Figure 1 Structure of the ontology

The ontology was designed to facilitate description of qualitative schemas at dif-

fering levels of specificity. At the main level of the description we use the term
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“project” to circumscribe the schema and any artifacts that support its descrip-

tion. Some basic information about a schema is essential, but the ontology supports

the inclusion of optional contextual information about the research activity that

used or defined the ontology as well as possible research data. Naturally, not all

projects will contain all potential artifacts, but the ontology was designed to rep-

resent key artifacts related to a schema. The goal of the ontology was to provide

enough metadata to understand the background of the research activity as well as

providing a detailed description of the coding schema. [3]

The evaluation descried in this paper is focused on the potential effectiveness of

the ontology to support reuse of specific coding schemas. While any system that

would use the full ontology must represent and facilitate the effective navigation of

multiple projects, we will not address that specific question in this evaluation. This

work focuses on the potential to reuse coding schemas.

The class “coding schemas” describes the metadata for the coding schemas con-

tained by any project in the ontology. This includes metadata to describe the meth-

ods used for analyzing data, the theoretical background of the work, research ques-

tions as well as the process of schema creation. On a technical side, the class also

supports metadata to describe any software that may have been used to create the

codes. If a commercial system was used in the project the class supports upload

and download of the coding schemas using the exchange format of REFI-QDA code-

book[4] as well as REFI-QDA project[5]. In a reuse-scenario this allows researchers

to get an overview of the coding schema and reuse it within a QDA-software.

The coding schema class provides a relation link to link each “code” in the schema.

Each code is described using the following metadata:

• name of the code

• description of the code

• example

• counter example

• connection between codes

• provenance

• count

The fields Name of the code, Description of the code and Example are required, the

other fields are optional. The ontology is designed to support systematic qualitative

coding, but may support grounded theory methods as well. making connection

between codes more important for Grounded theory and the number of codes more

relevant for more reproducibility-oriented qualitative coding.

A prototype implementation of the ontology was built using Semantic MediaWiki

and populated with two coding schemas that our research participants were able to

browse. We implemented the coding schemas as well as the connections to research

data, projects and publications. The research participants were able to navigate

freely in the system and choose the information they needed for the specific study

tasks. The MediaWiki navigation was as follows: on the main page there were links

[3]A prototype of the ontology can be found on Github https://github.com/julianhocker/

Quali-Codes-Ontology.
[4]https://www.qdasoftware.org/products-codebook-exchange/
[5]https://www.qdasoftware.org/products-project-exchange/
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to overview pages for publication, study, research data and coding schema. If the

participant clicked on one of these main categories, they found a page with all

content within these main categories, e.g., all coding schemas in the system. From

this, participants could navigate to a specific item, e.g. coding schema. On these

item pages, participants found all metadata as well as links to codes, publication,

study and research data, which belong to this coding schema. This navigation largely

reflects the links present in the ontology diagram of Figure 1.

We set up the prototype by adding two coding schemas: one about the coding of

Barnstars, which are awards in Wikipedia given to recognize specific work performed

by contributors. This coding schema is described in prior work [47], [48]. The other

coding schema was based on a project analyzing reviews of Amazon’s voice assistant

system Alexa. A version of the coding schema had been previously used to code

online discussions about Sony’s Aibo [49].

Both of these coding schemas have been used in prior research studies. However,

while the Barnstars data had only been used for related Barnstar data, the Alexa

coding schema had been previously used for a Sony Aibo study and then modified

to fit comments about Amazon Alexa. This may in turn impact how the coding

schema is used within the ontology because the data being coded for the Alexa task

was not naturally created for that data.

Both coding schemas were also used in different ways. The Alexa schema included

two coding parts, first the researcher had to find the presence of a particular anthro-

pomorphization characteristic and then either choose whether the comment yielded

an affirm or negate statement. The Barnstar task presented a hierarchical coding

schema. In the coding task,the researcher first chooses a overarching code that rep-

resents the data and then chooses subcodes that fit within the larger theme. The

two coding schemas were distinct making them difficult to compare directly.

Both coding schemas were described in the prototype using the QualiCO ontol-

ogy. The goal in the description was to provide as much information as possible.

Therefore, in the level of publication, study, research data and coding schema all

metadata fields were filled out. There was also a graphical overview of the structure

of the codes provided. On the coding schema for the Barnstars, for each top-level

code a description and an example were provided. For the lower-level codes only

the description was provided. The pictures 3, 5, 2 and 4 show the instantiation:

Figure 2 Overview of metadata for codding schema for the Barnstars task.

Figure 3 Table representation of top-level codes in the task Barnstars.

Figure 4 Graphical representation of top-level codes in the task Barnstars.
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Figure 5 Detailed description of codes in the Barnstars task.

For the coding schema supporting the Alexa task, we provided a description of

each code as well as examples. However, we did not provide examples for affirmation

and negation for every code, though we did so for some of them. The graphics 6, 7

and 8 show the instantiation of this coding schema. Compared with the Barnstar

coding schema, the Alexa coding schema was more flat, which means that the

participants had to keep all codes mentally active, while at the Barnstar coding

schema, they only needed to have the top-level codes mentally active.

Figure 6 Overview of metadata for the Alexa coding schema.

Figure 7 Graphical representation of top-level codes in the Alexa task.

6 Methodology

Our goal was to understand potential user’s experiences with this type of open data

system, focusing on how potential users might see this type of system as part of

their qualitative research process. We structured our evaluation process around a

pair of qualitative coding tasks that would require that participants in our study

explore and use the various portions of the system. This was used to test not only

the ontology by itself, but rather test an application of the ontology. Since QualiCO

will be used as an ontology for open science, we can follow the schema by [13]

dividing the tasks in open science into three points: willingness to share, locating

shared data, and the reuse of shared data. In this evaluation, we want to focus on

the reusing of qualitative coding schemas, therefore we gave the participants tasks

where they had to apply a coding schema to new data.

We recruited participants for our study through flyers, targeted mailing lists, and

personal contacts at the University of Washington in Seattle. All of our participants

had prior experience as a researcher or research assistant on a project that used sys-

tematic qualitative coding as part of the data analysis. While we recruited broadly

at our university, all participants had a background in human-centered design or in-

formation science. Our participants spanned undergraduates, graduate students and

professional research staff. Undergraduate student participants are characterized as

beginners with only one hands-on project experience using systematic coding. The

graduate students and professional researchers all had additional training and one

or more project experiences. In total we had 20 participants complete our study; 4

undergraduates, 14 graduate students, and 2 professional research staff members.

The study was structured in several distinct phases. The first phase included an

introduction to the system. The introduction consisted of a comprehensive video
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Figure 8 Detailed description of codes in the Alexa task.

tutorial that had been prepared to illustrate key aspects of the prototype and on-

tology. An 8 minute long video highlighted each area of the ontology, describing

each area in detail and demonstrated how to navigate the prototype system. The

participant was then asked to take a “system comprehension quiz,” which gave the

participants a chance to familiarize themselves with the system. Participants were

told they could use the prototype to answer the questions in the quiz. After the par-

ticipant completed the quiz, the researcher running the study went over the answers

and clarified any answers that were wrong. The video tutorial and comprehension

quiz helped ensure that all participants received a consistent presentation and that

their basic understanding of the ontology and prototype were all at a similar level.

In the second phase, the participants were challenged to use the prototype to

explore qualitative coding schemas and apply them to sample data. The prototype

contained two research coding schemas for this phase of the experiment. The two

schemas chosen were selected from several potential schemas that the research team

had used on prior research projects. Both schemas had been applied to different data

sets on at least two occasions. The versions of the coding schemas loaded into the

prototype were simplified to facilitate a timely completion of the coding task, but

still reflected the key analytical questions raised by the original schemas.

The schemas were applied to data as separate timed tasks and participants were

allowed up to 25 minutes per task. The task order was counter-balanced to control

for possible learning effects. In each task, the participant needed to identify and

review one schema and apply the schema codes to four sample texts. The participant

was given a paper based coding sheet with the four text samples and had to circle

or write down the code(s) that best fit the sample text. Figure 9, shows one sample

from one coding task. If a participant exceeded the allotted time they were to be

stopped. In fact, only one participant was stopped and a majority of the participants

completed each coding task well within the allotted time.

Figure 9 Example of a coding task. Participants were given instructions and two samples before
beginning the task. They had the ability to freely use the system to complete all tasks.

In the third phase of our evaluation, we conducted semi-structured interviews

to obtain qualitative data about our participant’s experiences with the prototype

and their strategies for applying the schemas. These closing interviews lasted 10-20

minutes and were structured around the following questions:

1 Can you briefly describe your strategy for applying the codes?

2 What was different about your strategy between the first coding scheme and

the second?

3 What questions did you have about the coding schemes that you could not

answer with the system?

4 What aspect of the system was most helpful to your work to apply the codes?
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5 What meta-data do you feel is missing from the system that would be helpful

for these tasks?

6 Is there anything else you would like to share about your experience with the

system?

7 Do you have any questions for us about this system or this study?

The interviews were were recorded and transcribed. We then conducted a thematic

analysis of the transcripts. The research team met weekly to extract and refine the

themes in the transcripts. The main findings from each participant were listed and

then reviewed by all authors of the paper. The findings reflect common themes. In

a prior publication [] we focused only on the qualitative analysis on the interviews

using the themes that related to the open science framework by Birnholtz & Bietz

[13] . This analysis focuses on the task performance characteristics and their specific

strategies for using schemas represented within this ontology.

7 Findings

Our findings are based on the quantitative and qualitative data that we collected

during our structured trials. All of our participants should be considered experi-

enced qualitative researchers. In particular, all met the condition that they had

participated in at least one research project where they had performed a systematic

qualitative coding. Many of our participants also participated in the development of

one or more coding schemas during research projects. Four participants in the study

met only the minimum threshold; the other 16 participants had more experience.

Given our small number of participants who might be considered “novice” we do

not breakout the results of the study by experience levels.

We structure the results of our study based on the performance of the participants

in the two coding tasks. We provide both quantitative and qualitative data to

demonstrate participants performance using the prototype and their perceptions of

the ontology. The quantitative results demonstrate the time taken on each coding

task and their accuracy at the coding task. Our qualitative results illustrate some

of the users’ perceptions of the prototype and how they approached the different

coding tasks. Before we dive into the findings, we briefly explain some distinctions

between our specific experiment and the way most qualitative coding tasks are

performed.

7.1 Qualitative coding in an Experimental Setting - Some Caveats

In this study, we asked participants to participate in two coding tasks using schemas

that were instantiated into our prototype. Participants were given a 25 minute time

limit to use the prototype to code four data samples. Conducting the experiment in

this way puts the prototype, the ontology, and our participants at a disadvantage.

Like many experimental conditions, these conditions do not accurately mirror the

way that qualitative coding is performed.

First, it is quite rare that one would simply pick up a qualitative coding schema

and immediately start coding data. Often there is some time spent with the coding

schema to try and understand something of what is to be coded, code inclusion or

exclusion criteria, and boundary conditions between codes. As well, in many cases

there is often some one to talk with about the codes; an advisor, collaborators, a
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trusted colleague. Even tangential discussions about a qualitative phenomena can

provide insight or clarity to the concept. Our experiment did not provide for any

form of in-situ clarification.

Second, it is fairly rare for researchers to apply two distinct coding schemas back-

to-back. Certainly, it can be the case that research supervisors may work with

different individuals or teams who are applying different coding schemas. But in

those cases a research supervisor is not likely to be applying the codes individu-

ally and challenged for their accuracy in code application. Applying two distinct

qualitative coding schemas is a form of ”switching gears” that is somewhat rare.

Perhaps a third distinction is that applying a coding schema as a timed task

is quite uncommon. Most often individuals are allowed to compare, consider and

reflect on the way that the codes are applied. This can include multiple passes

through the data. We set a time limit of 25 minutes for exploring and applying each

of the two schemas to sample data. While there was only one participant who ”timed

out”, making the 25 minute limit appear reasonable, coding as a timed task, with

no opportunity to return to the data, is not a realistic qualitative coding practice.

We state these caveats here, up front, because the disadvantages of this exper-

imental condition may not be well understood by readers who are not familiar

with qualitative coding. An alternative evaluation method, such as a full field de-

ployment, could mitigate these disadvantages, but would introduce another set of

complex evaluation challenges. In this work we focused on a more experimental

approach, while recognizing the implications for qualitative practice as mentioned

above.

7.2 Time on Task

During the study, each participant was asked to complete two coding tasks using

two different schemas. These tasks were counterbalanced across the participants

to control for potential learning effects, table 7.2 shows these results. Participants

were given 25 minutes to complete each task. The table below presents the time on

task data, measured to the minute. No participant used more than 25 minutes. The

findings show that the Alexa coding task took approximately 2.5 minutes more to

complete than the Barnstar task. Uniformly across both tasks, time on task was

reduced from the first to second coding task.

All First Second

Barnstar 10.1 10.9 9.3
Alexa 12.45 13.4 11.5

Table 1 Time on task. The table indicates differences whether a task was taken first or second.

We performed a t-test to determine whether there the decrease in time from first to

second coding tasks were significantly different. While the tests were not significant

at p < 0.05 levels, they were close. In particular, we point out that there were only

10 participants in each condition, making the likelihood of significance low.

7.3 Task Accuracy

We use a formula to calculate an accuracy score for each coding task. The accuracy

scores were calculated using the formula below.
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Alexa Barnstar
First Second p-value First Second p-value

Sample 1 9 3 0.03 1.1 0.8 0.26
Sample 2 8.6 3.9 0.07 1.2 1 0.39
Sample 3 7.65 5.2 0.19 3.4 2.5 0.09
Sample 4 9.1 4.9 0.11 5.1 4.8 0.35

Table 2 Performance on each task based on whether it was taken first or second

AccuracyScore = (CodesApplied− CodesCorrect) + CodesOmitted

We calculated each participants accuracy score as the sum of applying too many

codes and omitted codes. We subtracted the number of correct codes from the num-

ber of codes applied and added the codes that were completely missed. A participant

with an accuracy score of 0 (zero) would have a perfect score, indicating complete

agreement with the prior coding of the sample data.

Our findings, shown in Table 2, reflect an increased number of incorrect responses

in the Alexa coding task compared to the Barnstars coding task. This implies that

the Alexa task where participants had to first select if a code applies and afterwards

do a rating about affirmation or negation, was harder than the Barnstars task, which

was a straightforward two-level coding schema task.

Uniformly, participants’ accuracy improved from the first task to the second task

(lower accuracy scores are better). This result, in conjunction with the improved

times, suggest that the ontology and the specific prototype are not impeding the

performance of the coding tasks. While the counterbalanced experimental design

cannot completely eliminate all possible learning effects, that both time and accu-

racy improved suggest that there is some possible benefits in the ontology. Next,

we consider insights from the semi-structured interviews.

7.4 The need for additional metadata

In the post-study interview, participants were asked if they felt that any metadata

was missing from this instantiation of the ontology. Most participants felt that

the metadata presented covered most of the information needed to completed the

coding tasks. However, they did comment on a few additional needs that could help

address the understandability and discoverability of the coding schemas.

Participants asked for additional examples of the codes with explanation of how

the codes were applied to a specific example. P16 had difficulty understanding the

examples for the Alexa coding task:

For the Alexa one, it would have been nice to have a positive and negative

example, I don’t know if that would have been a lot of work. Sometimes when-

ever I was reading the examples I had to decide what was the negative of that

or the positive of that, so I feel like if I had an example of that, it would be

helpful. Other metadata (scrolls through system) I cannot think of any, I think

it was fairly straight forward. (P16)

Furthermore, participants wanted additional metadata to support their under-

standing of the coding schema. Specifically, they wanted additional contextual
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knowledge to better apply the codes. P3 asked for more domain specific knowl-

edge related to Wikipedia:

”In some cases, especially for the Barnstars example, there is a lot of specific

domain related knowledge that I did not have related to what people do on

Wikipedia. It would be helpful to have more explicit things to onboard a re-

search. There was some stuff of the structure of the data but more onboarding

to explain how to use the coding schema.(P3)

Similarly, P3 noted that they did not understand the knowledge centered around

the Barnstars coding example:

“Yeah, In some cases, especially for the Barnstars there is a lot of specific

domain related knowledge that I didn’t have related to what people do on

Wikipedia.” (P3)

The Barnstars coding example had our study participants code the comments that

Wikipedia editors gave to justify giving an award to another editor. These editors

sometimes use specific language related to Wikipedia behavior that may not be

completely understood by readers who do not have experience in editing Wikipedia.

Related to this issue of contextual familiarity, P5 noted that the language from the

Alexa conversation task had language that was more clear and familiar to them:

”For the second task, I was more thorough going through because these are

more straightforward language than acronyms. It helped me to go through and

say yes/yes/no. If I did not know then I would go back and re-read. It was

easier for me because in the Alexa one the language was more clear and it was

helpful cause all of it was right there.” (P5)

P19 gives an example from their own profession that demonstrates the need

for contextualization of the coding schema. P19 discussed their own field site of

oceanographers. In particular, they noted that oceanographers have different sub-

domains so it is important to understand how a person interprets and is connected

to the data:

”I think having some other things like having a connection to the person who

did the analysis, is something I want to see. But if the same person who

collected the data is also doing the coding and the analysis and stuff, then

obviously you are aware of all that stuff” (P19)

Another issue is information about how to apply a code. In most academic research

papers, codes are explained but not necessarily with details about the process of

applying the codes. Participants requested this additional metadata:

“The Alexa one I did not understand as well when you described it to me at

first. I heard that you said that it was positive and negative examples but with

each one having a yes/no or I felt like I had to make a call on all of them but

then I realized that was not how it was. I think that is the most frequent error

people make.” (P2)

Similarly to P2, participants asked for more explicit instructions. One participant

noted that the Alexa coding task needed additional information:
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“There were a couple of questions in the Alexa task because the definition felt

like they had examples but I was not sure if this falls within the definition or

not within the specific code. So some codes were a little bit more confusing. I

wish there was more explicit instructions.” (P3)

In our coding tasks, we did provide participants with instructions on how to com-

plete the coding tasks external to the ontology. However, this participant requested

additional instructions on how to apply the coding schema within the prototype.

Overall, participants felt that there was enough metadata to support the coding

tasks but some of the current metadata was not needed for the coding tasks. P5

noted that consolidating some of the current information in the ontology might be

more beneficial to their coding process:

”I felt like I was clicking through a bunch of things. There is an opportunity

to consolidate the data. The bit I care about is to code so really interested in

only the coding information.”(P5)

7.5 Switching strategies between the first and second coding task

Switching between two unrelated coding tasks also presented some challenges for

participants. In our prototype, the coding schemas were presented in two ways: 1)

using a table with a list of the codes, and 2) a visualization to show the relationship

between the codes. During the tasks, participants used different pieces of the sys-

tem to understand what was happening. Additionally, the coding schemas included

detailed descriptions and a lot of metadata. Moving back and forth between the

coding schemas presented a challenge.

Most participants mentioned that their coding strategy was similar from the first

task to the second. In the two coding tasks there were two different ways to apply the

coding schema. The Barnstars coding schema had a hierarchical structure, where

the participant first had to choose and overarching theme and then choose sub-codes

that could fit under that theme. In the Alexa coding task, the participant had to

first find if the anthropomorphic character existed and then had to choose for every

code whether it was presented in a positive or negative way in the comment. These

differences in reusing the coding schema led to minor changes in the strategy used

by the participants to complete the coding task.

Some participants noted that it was easier to remember the Alexa coding scheme

since it did not have a two layer structure. P7 completed the Barnstars coding

task first. They noted their strategic changes helped handle the differences between

coding schemas, especially since the Alexa coding task required not just the presence

of a code but also if it was a positive or negative representation:

“A little bit, in the sense that the tasks were different. Here [Barnstars] I was

just seeing if the code was present or not, in the second one [Alexa] I was

seeing a positive or negative reaction. In the first one I was just trying to see

if a code was present. In the second one, I was going by the category after

having read the quote but in the other one I was going through them” (P7)

In constrast, P15 noted that the Alexa coding required much more processing

since there were more codes and layer, that require more maneuvering back and
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forth from the prototype to the coding questions. P15 completed the Barnstars

task first:

The first one [Barnstars] I think is really easy to remember all the codes and

all the codes in the coding schema like two tasks. However, the second one

[Alexa] I needed to go back to see the codes every time. Because it was it was

more complex and it was super long. (P15)

P12 completed the Alexa task first and noted that the Barnstars coding task

required more work since they had to work through 10 different codes for a layer of

the coding task but for the first layer of Alexa, there was only 2 choices, positive

or negative:

In the first coding schema [Alexa] there was nesting in the sense of you have

to identify whether it affirms or negates, which is a very constrained type of

coding scheme in a way. But it was one who did not require reference back to xx

coding schema. If I identify that something is anthropormophized or making a

statement about anthropomorphization, whether that is affirmative or negative

is not a thing that I have to got often to check in the coding scheme. There is

only two options in my head. If I determine something that is an edit, it could

be any number of up to ten subcodes, so that is a thing where I was slower and

I had to get back and take a look at them. (P12)

Their strategy was also highly dependent on how much knowledge they already

had on the particular topic or research. P16, completed the Barnstars task first,

mentioned that their strategy changed because they had better understanding of

one coding task over the other:

Yeah, I think so. Maybe because. One of this had more codes and the other one

was more straightforward and I think I could have coded it without necessarily

having to read all the explanations in depth, but this one was more nuanced,

I had to understand the difference between connectivity and skill. (P16)

P16 spent more time analyzing the codes for the Alexa coding task because they

needed to understand context around the device. For the Barnstars task, it was not

necessary to read all of the detailed explanations of codes but for the Alexa coding

task it was needed to complete the task.

P17 completed the Barnstars task first and also noted that he needed to under-

stand more about the research study in the Barnstars coding task which required

him to look deeper into the research question for that particular coding task:

” I wanted to get a better understanding what the study was about and why -

what - So I guess when we are talking about social vs. collaborative, is this a

paper that is looking at collaboration or is it more looking at complementing

somebody or describing value to certain behavior or something. So specifically

that required me to go beyond just the coding and actually go to the research

question.” (P17)
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7.6 Understanding how the ontology fits in a research workflow

After testing the prototype through two coding tasks, we asked the participants

questions about problems they had with the ontology and QualiCO. The experimen-

tal environment of the ontology led to difficulties in the coding task. Participants

reported obstacles completing both qualitative coding tasks using the ontology.

There was no clear distinction between either task related to their preference for

completing the tasks. 6 participants preferred Alexa, 5 preferred Barnstars and the

remaining participants did not declare a preference.

One of the biggest challenges participants faced was understanding the purpose of

the ontology. Most of the concerns about the system centered around the process of

coding rather than actually reusing the coding schema. Participants faced tensions

about whether the prototype/ontology are to help build/develop the coding process

or whether it is a place (repository) for getting/reusing some of the code scheme.

Participants were interested more in ”how to do it now” and not necessarily the

reuse part of the problem.

The prototype system we developed only allowed for a concrete representation

of the final codes. Participants noted that creating a coding schema is a dynamic

process and codes can shift. Currently, our ontology does not accommodate that

need:

“Once you have a project that is mature, you have a stable coding schema but

it takes a great deal of work to get up to that point and what we really have

not seen or tested is the extent which it can support a living document that

has this kind of history of codes that get subdivided or merged or codes that

definitions had. (P10)

P11 also similarly asked for more detailed information that demonstrates the

multiple stages of the coding process and the researchers involved. They note that

the interpretation of a coding schema might be different and it is important for

someone using a particular coding schema to understand its historical lineage.

Some of these have very lose or limited information about the development

process. You know, sometimes it is just a couple of words. A lot of times it

is helpful to get more detailed information about that. So it is not the kind of

thing where you can force people to give extremely detailed information, but

if I am being involved I do wanna know - you know - did they go through

multiple stages of affinity diagramming? Did they - when they say they started

with the data, where they borrowing anybody else’s schema to begin with? You

want a lot of rich content when you approach these things and there is only

so much information you can present in a table like this. And you want your

interpretations of the codes to be appropriately in line with what the original

creators.. And if you find problems, another thing, I don’t know if this is built-

in, but a kind of feedback or comment process, if you find issues with the

schema, like ”I think it would be helpful to merge these or to add this other

one. That could be helpful, if it is gonna be a collaborative process. (P11)

This quote from P11 shows that the participant is thinking of the prototype and

ontology more as a tool for the coding process. Being able to integrate more of the
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coding process into the prototype would also be helpful for qualitative researchers

to share their codes across a team. However, the QualiCO system was not developed

to create coding schemas but rather to store coding schemas that had already been

developed and used in prior researcher.

8 Discussion

In this section, we first answer the research questions, then we discuss the findings

of our evaluation in detail and second what we learned from applying our method to

an evaluation of the ontology. The section closes with the limitations of the research.

8.1 Answering the research questions

For the research questions, we can state the following:

RQ1: How does researcher performance change using the ontology across different

coding schemas? Our evaluation showed that participants who had not worked with

the coding schemas before were able to use the coding schemas in an assigned coding

task. Improved time on task as well as improved accuracy suggest that QualiCO

helped the participants to reuse the coding schemas in our coding task.

RQ2: Does a nearly complete instantiation of the ontology provide enough meta-

data for a researcher to reliably apply the coding schema? When we asked the

participants whether information was missing, they only mentioned the usage of a

code, more examples and versioning of the coding schemas. Apart from this, there

were no issues mentioned. We conclude that a relatively full instantiation is sufficient

to represent schema for potential reuse.

RQ3: How can this ontology be improved to make the reuse of coding schemas

easier? We saw that many participants had issues with understanding special do-

main knowledge related to Wikipedia or Amazon’s Alexa system. Participants were

also interested in richer data about positive (application) and negative (omit) cod-

ing examples, and information about code frequency. We note that some of this

information is commonly in publications that detail a qualitative coding research

result.

Participants also mentioned that they were interested in understanding schema

changes, potentially as part of the schema development, and tracking how schemas

are reused. These are important aspects of qualitative schema sharing, but were

outside the scope of our initial work to develop QualiCO. A future prototype that

leveraged the QualiCO ontology could also versioning features like GIT, allowing

researchers have a versioning structure and facilitating the possibility of forks when

codding schemas are reused by other researchers. But we note these features would

not require changes to the QualiCO ontology itself.

8.2 Discussion of findings

Next we reflect on our findings. We present some design recommendations and future

directions for integrating these types of infrastructures into current approaches to

fostering open science. Our results illustrate the potential for such platforms to

give researchers new perspectives on coding schemas, better access to qualitative

methods, better documentation for schema re-use, as well as potential support for

team coding and improved traceability for qualitative research.
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Directly comparing the Alexa and Barnstar coding tasks is not really possible.

They were adopted as our experimental tasks because we had access to previously

coded data that had been consensus coded providing a highly reliable standard for

the correct codes. The tasks had distinctly different structures that aligned with

the underlying conceptual models of different participants. This is clear from the

variety of preference statements we got from participants with no clear preference

for one task over the other.

However, it is clear from our quantitative performance metrics that the Alexa

task was “harder” in some sense. That is, regardless of whether the Alexa task was

first or second, it took the participants more time and they were less accurate. We

believe this is mostly a function of the constrained conditions of the experiment

rather than a reflection of relative qualitative validity differences between the tasks.

Rather than comparing the specific tasks, we need to compare the experimental

conditions. Looking at the time on task, we can see that the participants consistently

performed faster in the second task, it did not matter whether this was the Barnstar

or the Alexa task. The faster performance was not statistically significant. The

task accuracy metric shows a similar trajectory. That is, our participants improved

their coding accuracy regardless of which task was second. Again, overall, these

accuracy improvements were not statistically significant. The combination of these

two metrics, in the same positive direction, with the associated counter balanced

control, is highly suggestive that the prototype and the ontology has some positive

impact. If the prototype and QualiCO ontology were too complex, one or both of

these metrics might be otherwise oriented.

Our qualitative interview data revealed a number of interesting aspects with re-

gard to the specifics of the tasks, aspects of the QualiCO ontology, and, perhaps

most interestingly, how the participants conceptualized the prototype.

One issue with the experimental tasks was that both of them needed some do-

main specific knowledge to be performed well. Differences in this domain knowledge

might explain why some participants preferred one task over the other. This shows

that our instantiation of the coding schemas had some metadata gaps. For example,

including metadata on specific publications that used the schema and metadata on

the research data, sources and context, would be helpful. This also illustrates a

specific challenge when using a task-based evaluation of an ontology system. The

participants familiarity with the task domain influences the outcomes for the ontol-

ogy system.

Embedded in some of the quotes from our participants are underlying assump-

tions about what our prototype tool was designed to achieve. That is, despite our

efforts to focus the participants on the underlying ontology, what it represented and

what it contained, participants still answered questions by “framing” their answers

in their experiences of prior qualitative coding work similar to the phenomena of

technological perceptions described in XX. Many participants framed the platform

as a tool that they could use for conducting qualitative research rather than for

sharing qualitative schemas or finding an open schema on which to build.

One frame was to think of our prototype as a tool for conducting their qualita-

tive coding activity. Some of our participants had used commercial QDA-software

before, while others only had experience coding through spreadsheets. We made an
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explicit attempt to discourage this framing by having the participants specifically

code on paper based coding sheets. With this frame, the prototype and the ontology

provided access to the schema and some examples, but did not provide a way to

apply codes to data. And, during interviews participants noted that they probably

would not use the tool for conducting their coding. This does not actually illustrate

a flaw with the QualiCO ontology. It does illustrate some conceptual barriers for

incorporating open science practice among research disciplines that leverage quali-

tative methods.

A similar framing of the tool is as a collaboration platform. This framing is closer

to how the prototype was explained. Finding a shared schema or sharing a schema

is a type of collaboration. That the participants would see collaboration as present

in the prototype seems understandable. However, this was still framed through

the participants’ experiences of practice. Several, thought of the prototype as a

potential tool for collaboratively developing a schema. This is evident in interview

answers where the participants mention refinement or versioning of the individual

codes. Some participants were framing the tool as a mechanism for tracking the

work of developing the schema. This framing has a potential positive side effect. If

a tool facilitated the development of the schema, then there would be little effort

necessary to share that final version. The prototype we tested explained a model

where researchers upload and publish their schema after the schema and associated

research was completed. Participants who framed our prototype as a collaboration

tool saw distinct benefit in having an elaborated description of a schema in a place

where other members of a collaborative research effort could find it.

We saw another important conceptual framing of the prototype that may not be

obvious. The experimental tasks were specifically a methods task; applying codes to

data. However, we noticed that some participants thought the prototype was more

about sharing data than the sharing of method. The rhetoric and practices around

open science has been focused on data sharing as that is dominant in much of the

prior literature. The participants in our study are at least tacitly aware of this.

Several participants stuck to this “open science is data sharing” frame of reference

even when we asked them about sharing methods. This is not explicitly a flaw

in QualiCO nor our research design. This does illustrate that among qualitative

research practitioners that constituents of open science are shaped and framed by

the popular or dominate conversations.

For research in open science, our study shows that reuse of coding schemas is

possible given reasonably rich metadata for the schemas. QualiCO bridges an im-

portant gap between pure archiving of coding schemas and allowing for the sharing

of methods within qualitative research. Professional science societies have called to

fill this gap (e.g., APA guidelines [34]) through data and method sharing that aligns

with the information researchers would need to provide QualiCO. QualiCO could

help address the calls of these professional societies. Still, documenting qualitative

practices and creating incentive structures to publicly share the details of methods

and schemas will require significant community effort [25].

8.3 Usability testing Ontologies

In Section 4.3 we described several approaches to evaluating ontologies. We con-

ducted a task-based evaluation that focused the participants on a methods reuse
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problem. Given the range of methods that fall under the umbrella of qualitative

methods, our approach might not be the only strategy to test an ontology. How-

ever, prior work shows that it is hard to test an ontology to the exclusion of a

system. Our specific approach attempted to focus participants on the QualiCO on-

tology and background the prototype as much as possible. Based on the interviews,

we believe that our approach worked. However, as we point out above, there can

still be conceptual issues that influence the participants responses and that shift

the focus of the participant back on a prototype software. Part of the success may

have been the choice of using a wiki (i.e., Semantic MediaWiki) for the prototype

implementation. In general, the wiki provides a minimal interface and the QualiCO

ontology was therefore rather explicit in the linking structure that connected the

metadata for the tasks.

We claim that ontologies like QualiCO can and should be tested against real-

world tasks, especially when they describe data or methods that are meant to be

reused. However, we recognize that there are important methodological issues in

these evaluations that are not simple to resolve. For example, our specific experi-

mental design put QualiCO at a disadvantage in comparison to real-world coding

practices. Given the time limits, participants were not able to read prior publica-

tions, talk to the researchers who developed the coding schema or follow up on task

domain knowledge that might have been helpful. We had participants explicitly

mention these challenges. Still, our participants were able to complete the assigned

tasks, suggesting that the metadata supplied was at least minimally sufficient, and

demonstrating that a real-world task-based evaluation is reasonable.

8.4 Limitations

We note that there are several limitations to this research. First, we have focused on

one particular qualitative research method. We focused on systematic qualitative

coding because it occupies a philosophical space of research that is relatively close

to the positivist stance of most research methods that have been the focus of the

majority of prior research in open science. Evaluating whether QualiCO can address

other methods in the qualitative tradition is open for future research.

As in many experiments, the experimental conditions do not exactly mirror the

real-world conditions in which this type of qualitative coding activity would hap-

pen. However, we believe that our experimentation conditions create a type of

deficit for the ontology that is not explained away through experimental demand

characteristics nor simple learning. While we do not have statistical significance in

the experiment, we believe the direction of the implications point to some benefits

derived from QualiCO.

Our evaluation relied on one specific prototype that represented the ontology

in one specific way. One can imagine that other prototyping techniques or a full-

blown application might reflect the QualiCO ontology in a slightly different way.

Focusing on just one prototype was important to begin a systematic evaluation.

Future evaluations might approach the implementation of QualiCO in a prototype

differently.

Another specific limitation is how we instantiated the ontology to reflect the two

experimental conditions. In this work we specifically biased toward providing rich
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metadata for the schemas. We filled as many of the QualiCO fields and relations

as possible. This reflects a particular baseline. An alternative experiment could

vary the amount of metadata for each experimental schema. For example, it might

have been interesting to see at what minimum of metadata the prototype becomes

unusable. However, we believe that would not be helpful as a first evaluation to

illustrate basic utility of the ontology and prototype. Our focus was to evaluate the

ontology itself and not some range of instantiations of the ontology.

Lastly, our participants largely came from one disciplinary perspective - Human

Centered Design. While we solicited in several different academic and research units,

we were not able to garner broad participation across those units. We believe that

systematic qualitative coding is largely taught and practiced in similar ways across

a number of disciplines, but it is possible that there are factors among the set of

participants that generated our results.

9 Conclusion

In this evaluation we tested the ontology QualiCO. Our goal was to understand

whether QualiCO could be used to understand a previously unknown systematic

qualitative coding schema. We tested this by creating two coding tasks and having

participants attempt to code sample data using schemas entered into a prototype

system.

QualiCO was designed to bridge the gap between simply archiving coding schemas

to sharing of supplemental information to research, like research data. With our

prototype implementation, we show the potential for method sharing in qualitative

research using QualiCO. A description of a coding schema using QualiCO enables

researchers to share their coding schemas and therefore also their methods.

The next steps will be the implementation of QualiCO within research data cen-

ters. The complete ontology can be found on GitHub[6], anyone interested in im-

plementing the ontology is welcome to get in touch with us.
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Figures

Figure 1

Structure of the ontology.



Figure 2

Overview of metadata for codding schema for the Barnstars task.



Figure 3

Table representation of top-level codes in the task Barnstars.



Figure 4

Graphical representation of top-level codes in the task Barnstars.



Figure 5

Detailed description of codes in the Barnstars task.



Figure 6

Overview of metadata for the Alexa coding schema.



Figure 7

Graphical representation of top-level codes in the Alexa task.



Figure 8

Detailed description of codes in the Alexa task.

Figure 9



Example of a coding task. Participants were given instructions and two samples before beginning the
task. They had the ability to freely use the system to complete all tasks.


